Abstract
Archaeal tRNA genes (tDNAs) have been a subject of our recent work [1] . While working on crenarchaeal cytoplasmic tDNAs we find the need to define new introns and reposition some existing (NCBI annotated) ones to improve the secondary structure [2. In the newly sequenced crenarchaea Sulfolobus acidocaldarius we identify a second copy of aspartate tRNA gene with curiously odd attributes. We define a noncanonical intron (NCI) in its acceptor (A-arm). The interpretation of this tRNA is delicately balanced. It could be the aspartate tRNA gene or it could correspond to some unnatural amino acid. Sifting through the evidences and comparing with the pyrrolysine tRNA we opt for the nonstandard amino acid choice.
In addition to this, the present study establishes an in-silico approach to reposition intron in the histidine tDNA in P. aerophilum and argues in favor of this new intron position over the old one.
Archaeal tDNA introns are located mostly in anticodon (AC) loop between tRNA positions 37/38. These are the canonical introns (CI The conformation of the BHB motif is more important for archaeal endonuclease recognition than its sequence [7] . is widespread in all kingdoms of life. But pyrrolysine is restricted to certain archaea and eubacteria [11] . The NCI defined odd-second-copy of tRNA Asp has interesting structural similarities with pyrrolysine tRNA.
For the present work all tDNAs of crenarchaeal genomes were investigated. 16,17, 17a, 19, 20a and 20b, (vi) an extra arm or V arm is considered for type II tRNAs; its length constrained to maximum of 21 bases.
Once we find a candidate tRNA we sift through our data [3] Wich G, Leinfelder W, Böck A: Genes for stable RNA in the thermophile Genes for stable RNA in the thermophile Genes for stable RNA in the thermophile Genes for stable RNA in the thermophile Thermoproteus tenax: introns and transcription signal. Thermoproteus tenax: introns and transcription signal. Thermoproteus tenax: introns and transcription signal. 1516-1531.
[6] Li H, Trotta CR , Abelson J: Crystal structure and evolution of a transfer Crystal structure and evolution of a transfer Crystal structure and evolution of a transfer Crystal structure and evolution of a transfer NCIs denotes start position of noncanonical intron.
NCIe denotes end position of noncanonical intron.
h / is sometimes purely intronic and sometimes intron-exon portion shuffled together within the same helix. barkeri.
